
Characters D6 / Colonel Elzian (Ishi Tib New Republic Officer)

Name: Colonel Elzian

Species: Ishi Tib

Eye color: Yellow

Skin color: Green

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+2

              Blaster: 5D+1

              Dodge: 5D

              Brawling Parry: 4D

              Vehicle Blasters: 5D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D

              Command: 5D2

              Search: 4D

              Hide: 3D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2

              Bureaucracy: 4D

              Tactics: 4D+2

              Tactics (Space): 5D+2

              Willpower: 5D

              Survival: 4D

STRENGTH: 2D+1

              Climbing/Jumping: 4D+1

              Brawling: 4D+2

MECHANICAL: 3D+2

              Astrogation: 5D

              Capital Ship Piloting: 5D+1

              Capital Ship Gunnery: 5D

              Space Transports: 6D

              Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

TECHNICAL: 3D+1

              Capital Ship Repair: 4D+1

              Computer Programming/Repair: 4D

              Repulsorlift Repair: 5D

              Security: 4D+2

EQUIPMENT:

              Credits: 450

                            Dark Blue Robe with a Gold Trim, Blaster Pistol (4D), Comlink

Special Abilities:



              Beak: The beak of the Ishi Tib does Strength +2D damage.

              Planners: The Ishi Tib are natural planners and organizers. At the time of character creation

only, they may receive 2D for every 1D of beginning skill dice placed in bureaucracy, business, law

enforcement, scholar or tactics skills (Ishi Tib still have the limit of being able to place only 2D of

beginning skill dice in a skill).

              Immersion: The Ishi Tib must fully immerse themselves (for 10 rounds) in a brine solution similar

to the oceans of Tibrin after spending 30 hours out of the water. If they fail to do this, they suffer 1D

damage (cumulative) for every hour over 30 that they stay out of the water (roll for damage once per

hour, starting at hour 31).

FORCE SENSITIVE: N

FORCE POINTS: 2

DARK SIDE POINTS: 0

CHARACTER POINTS: 5

Description: Elzian was an Ishi Tib who served in the New Republic Defense Fleet as a colonel. In 13

ABY, Colonel Elzian participated at a battle over the planet Pallaxides against the Imperial Remnant

aboard an MC80 Liberty type Star Cruiser of the New Republic, where the Ishi Tib was placed under the

command of General Han Solo. Elzian reported confidence that the battle would result in a definite New

Republic victory, and later expressed concern for General Solo's wellbeing, as the officer had stood

watch over the fighting for over forty-eight hours without sleep. The colonel successfully persuaded the

commanding officer to rest, although circumstances soon turned to prevent Han Solo from his much-

needed break.

Biography

An Ishi Tib who held the rank of colonel in the New Republic Defense Fleet, Elzian was aboard General

Han Solo's MC80 Liberty type Star Cruiser during the New Republic's battle against Imperial Remnant

forces over the planet Pallaxides in 13 ABY. As Solo, who had stood watch over the battle for over forty-

eight hours, remained fixated on the contested world through a viewport on his Star Cruiser's bridge,

Colonel Elzian reported to the commanding officer of their apparent victory, giving a brief assessment of

the battle; Elzian was certain of their opponent's defeat, remarking that their forces were evidently and

decisively trapped. Han Solo agreed, although he was unsatisfied of the Imperials' intent of fighting to

their deaths, stating his aversion of having to create unnecessary casualties.

Turning to the colonel, Han Solo ordered the naval forces' retreat and the deployment of ground forces.

Colonel Elzian then noted General Solo's lack of rest during his tireless watch over the battle before

being interrupted by Solo, who acknowledged the colonel's concern and relinquished command of the

Republic's forces to the Ishi Tib. For sleep, the general proceeded to his living quarters. Before he could

rest, however, Han Solo was contacted via viewscreen by a Republic officer who exclaimed that the

general was needed in the ship's command center, depleting Solo's chance for rest. Nevertheless, the

battle over Pallaxides was won by the New Republic as enemy forces eventually capitulated.

Personality and traits

An Ishi Tib, Elzian had green skin and a pair of yellow eyes. During the battle of Pallaxides, the colonel



expressed concern for the New Republic forces' commanding officer, General Han Solo, after the human

had stood watch over the battle for over forty-eight hours.

Equipment

Along with a pair of dark blue-grey footwear, Elzian wore a dark blue robe with a gold trim that was

visually similar to the decorated light blue outfits of bridge personnel staffed aboard Han Solo's MC80

Liberty type Star Cruiser. 
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